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All information, documents and products provided by VinotekaSoft on this website are part
of the general conditions. While reaching our website, you do agree with all these
conditions as they appear. VinotekaSoft can without notice and at any time change and
modify these general sales conditions.
1 - Description of the software Vinoteka Mac
Vinoteka Mac is a wine and cellar management software specially designed for the Mac
platform provided by Apple, for the operating systems Mac OS X (versions: Mac OS X 10.6
Snow Leopard, Mac OS X 10.7 Lion and Mac OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion). This software is
sold for 49,99€, $54,99 or £37,99.
Vinoteka Mac is also available as a free trial version, available on Vinotekasoft’s website.
2 - Pricing of Vinoteka Mac
The prices mentioned on VinotekaSoft’s website are the valid purchasing prices. They are
stipulated and billed in 3 different currencies: the Euro (€), the U.S. Dollar ($) and the
British Pound (£).
These prices are meant all Czech taxes included (VAT included).
If you are a european VAT payer (a professional), please do contact us before you
purchase one or several licenses of Vinoteka. We’ll send you a payment request
corresponding to the amount without VAT, as well as a corresponding bill for your
accounting.
3 - Payment conditions
We do accept online payments by payment cards such as Visa, Master Card, Visa
Electron et other payment cards. The payment is provided by Paypal on a secure server,
which offers complete security and confidentiality.
4 - Conditions of use
VinotekaSoft keeps the right to modify its software, to publish new versions, to modify the
features and all other characteristics of the software without notice.
5 - Limitation of liability
The wine and cellar management software Vinoteka is a software sold "AS IT IS" without
any sort of warranty. VinotekaSoft cannot be held responsible for direct or indirect
damages, specific trouble such as the loss of data contained in the application, or any
other trouble encountered during the use of it.
Even though we do our best to fix bugs, losses and improve the software as quickly as
possible by publishing major and minor versions, we cannot guarantee that Vinoteka will

always be available and working perfectly (as we cannot guarantee that information given
on this website by VinotekaSoft will always be up-to-date or complete).
Each user of Vinoteka is responsible for taking care of protecting the data he/she entered
in the applicaiton, by backuping as often and necessary as possible his/her database from
the software Vinoteka (especially before the installation of a new update). Each user is
also responible for the his/her use of Vinoteka and the company VinotekaSoft cannot be
held reponsible for any complaint against it.
5 - Use rights
Software and applications are protected by the international laws protecting the copyrights.
Software retailing does not involve the transfer of reproduction rights, use and exploitation
rights.
6 - Applicable law
These conditions and any litigation are submitted to the Czech law.

